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About This Game

We present "Help me, doctor," the game in which the player takes a role of a doctor. His job is to diagnose patients and this is
not as easy as it might seem. First of all, our doctor must always be careful with the documenation, signatures etc. Throughout

the game he is carefully monitored by the crooked Ministry of Health.
When there is a patient in front of our desk, he mentions three symptoms of the many diseases. Rubber teeth, nicely smelling
farts, soap bubbles coming out of nose? The player is put with the task to associate these symptoms to a particular disease. Do

you bet on quality? Carefully looking at each patient, or the quantity, to earn as much cash as you can.
Oh... and here we have come to the point.

Will you accept a bribe? Will you let a VIP patient come first?
You'll decide what kind of doctor you'll become. What will you do, when a patient come and say: Help me, doctor!

Features:
- Multiple patients.
- Random diseases.

- Moral choices.
- Scripted events.
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Title: Help Me Doctor
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
AngryAngelGames
Publisher:
IceTorch Interactive
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP 64bit

Processor: AMD A6-4400M

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD7520G

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Purple

English,Polish
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the game is bad. game runs fine till the last day, then the calendar freezes, was seeing patients for 48hrs straight. In the games
current state there is literally no gameplay to be had. You sit at a desk and click 3 buttons and your at the next patient.
Extremely simple. It shows that there is a problem with paperwork when the patients come in but it all seems fine and if you
attempt to check anything it just sends them on the way and you pay for it. Game has no replay value until there is some depth
added. 10\/10 Would rather suck on a dirty sock than play this. I even gave it an attempt after reading the other 2 revies
thinking, nah it's not that bad. It is. Give it more content and options, it might be worth the refund I am asking for.. This game
honestly doesn't have much to offer right now. I made a funny video on it tho for one of my series I have. This game needs a lot
more work.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4gm2FNUoHL0. As the rest said, at this phase the game is boring after 10 minutes, and it
has not interesting content. Sometimes it's buggy.
I wish they will add more content into it.. The game seems limited and it may disappoint you if you're wanting a better fleshed
out game. See sample gameplay of the game at https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QUxHF0ftZ7E to see for yourself.

The developer assures me the content grows as the game progresses. In which case, your experience may well be more positive
the more you play.. After about 30 seconds of gameplay you've seen all it has to offer.
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GOD HELP THIS GAME

-Don't buy it

you bought it?

GOD HELP YOU. This game is basically a rip-off of Paper Please but without the meaningful choices, any kind of plot or
insentive to play, and looks just god awful.

Much like Papers Please, your job is to inspect papers and looks for discrepancy between documents while also matching the
sympotoms to a cause. Of course the game doesn't tell you any of this, even if most of it is easy enough to figure out.

Perhaps the worst among the failures of this game is that its just plain boring. After about the 3rd person you've pretty much
seen it all. The "scirpted events" are just vaugly ethically related multiple choice questions that don't seem to have any real
impact. Earning money is pointless cause its not like you DO anything with it.

Overall this is a bad game. Don't buy it even on sale.
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